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‘Village life is a wonderful thing, something to be preserved’.
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1. What is the Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan?
This Neighbourhood Plan is a new type of land-use planning document prepared by Swanwick Parish
Council on behalf of its residents. It is a legal planning policy document and once it has been ‘made’ by
Amber Valley Borough Council (AVBC) it must be used by
a) Planners at Amber Valley Borough Council in assessing planning applications and Derbyshire
County Council and the Government when planning decisions are made
b) Developers as they prepare planning application for submission to AVBC
The Plan has been prepared by Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (SNPSG) on behalf of
Swanwick Parish Council. It covers the whole of the Parish of Swanwick and sets out planning policies for
the Plan Area from 2015 - end December 2028.

Figure 1 Swanwick Parish Neighbourhood Plan Area

2. Why do we want a Neighbourhood Plan?
Swanwick has experienced rapid growth since the 1970’s; doubling the size of the village. The 2011
census recorded a population of 5085 people living in 2278 dwellings.
This growth in housing has not been balanced with additional facilities like doctors, community centre or
shops. A second primary school was promised as part of one of the developments but was never built.
This imbalance between housing growth and facilities has created significant concern amongst local
people and any future large scale housing development needs to provide local facilities to support the
social and economic well-being of the community.
Since the 1990’s there has been further development on small sites and informal open spaces within the
village as shown in MAP 1. For local people the sense of openness within the village has been eroded. An
indicator of this is provided in the AVBC Area Profile - Swanwick (2011 Census) produced by AVBC to
support the production of the Local Plan. The Area Profile shows that the density of the Parish is 10.4
dwellings per hectare compared to a borough average of 4.6.
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MAP 1

MAP 1 Housing Development since the 1990’s
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This loss of most of the small open spaces within the village is why local people value the access to the
countryside and the sense of openness that has been secured by previous planning policy. The village is
surrounded by the countryside, greenbelt and protected open land.
The Amber Valley Local Plan 2006 provided Green Belt designation to the area to the southwest and
south of the village protecting Swanwick from coalescence with Ripley. The Local Plan 2006 also
contained Saved Policy EN5 - Protected Open Land – a designation which until recently restricted
development to the north and northeast. A full list of the saved policies in the AVBC Local Plan 2006
relevant to this neighbourhood plan is listed in Appendix A.
An important reason why Swanwick has retained its identity as a village is that the planning system has
afforded a measure of protection from encroachment into the open countryside. This physical separation
has prevented coalescence with surrounding settlements and fostered a sense of village identity and
cohesion as well as providing the residents with access to a high quality natural environment.
However, in recent years there has been significant development pressure on the land to the north of the
village. The community have felt ‘under siege’ from speculative planning applications and the possibility
of strategic housing allocations on these much cherished open fields.
In 2013 despite much local resistance (over 600 objection letters were submitted) approval was given, on
appeal, for the development of a crematorium and cemetery on land previously designated as protected
open land under the Local Plan 2006. This confirmed the community’s concern that the Local Plan policies
did not sufficiently protect the community from inappropriate development on the cherished open
spaces around the village.
MAP 2 shows the spatial planning policies in place at borough level that apply to the Swanwick Parish.
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MAP 2

MAP 2 AVBC Spatial planning policies applied in the Swanwick Parish Plan Neighbourhood Area
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Swanwick Parish Council has prepared this Neighbourhood Plan to promote land use policies that will
encourage development that enhances Swanwick as a village and that prevents coalescence with
neighbouring settlements. The Neighbourhood Plan also provides an opportunity for local residents to get
more involved in the consideration of development around their village.
The Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (SNPSG) has worked collaboratively with Amber Valley
Borough Council to identify the key issues facing the village and its surroundings. This Neighbourhood
Plan proposes policies to ensure that any development over the Plan period minimises its impact on the
built and natural environment in the Parish.
The Neighbourhood Plan has been informed by people who have lived in Swanwick for many years and
local knowledge forms the back bone of the proposals. The policies in this Neighbourhood Plan are
intended to ensure that
a) if there is housing growth in the parish over the plan period it will be sensitively designed and
sited
b) if brownfield sites come up for redevelopment in the village centre their future use will be
considered in the context of what is best for the whole village
c) planning policies will enhance the vitality of the retail core of the village
d) local business growth will be encouraged and supported
e) the land previously protected by AVBC Saved Policy EN5 in the Parish will continue to provide a
sense of openness for the lifetime of the plan
f)

linkages from the village to the countryside will be improved and extended to maximise the
benefit of this natural resource for the local residents

g) sites will be identified and funding secured for the provision of a parish community hall and
supporting facilities
Swanwick Parish Council wants to have a greater say about what that growth will look like and to
encourage development that enhances what Swanwick already offers its residents.
This Neighbourhood Plan is an opportunity for local people to promote sustainable development that
includes a consideration of the local amenities required, reduces car travel to adjoining settlements and
encourages better community cohesion by looking to address the shortfall in community facilities within
the village. The Plan sets out policies that will minimise the negative impact of growth up to 2028 and
ensures that planning gain from any significant development benefits the whole community.

3. How does this Plan work within the planning system?
This Plan has been drafted in the context of the National Planning Policy Framework, the Saved Policies
Local Plan 2006 and the evidence base used to support the emerging replacement Local Plan Part 1.
This Neighbourhood Plan covers the period until 31 December 2028 to match the timeframe of the
emerging Local Plan.
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4. Consultation
The SNPSG, established in March 2013, recognized that consultation was key to successfully developing a
Neighbourhood Plan for Swanwick Parish. The production of a Neighbourhood Plan requires an open
process and on-going consultation. It also requires the involvement of a wide range of people across the
Plan area.
In addition to regularly reporting to the monthly Parish Council meetings, progress of the Neighbourhood
Plan has been reported in the Parish newsletter that is delivered to every household and business within
Swanwick. Articles both encourage participation as well as providing updates on progress.
Feedback from all the events has been collated and summarised in separate reports. Each one provides a
full analysis on the format and feedback on the consultation prior to the Plan being written. These reports
can be found on the Swanwick Parish Council web site http://www.swanwickparishcouncil.org.uk. The key
events are summarised in the Consultation Statement and appendices.

5. Introduction to Swanwick
Location
The village is approximately 14 miles north of Derby and 18 miles northwest of Nottingham. The village is
linked to the Strategic Road Network including the A38 that joins the M1 motorway about 4 miles away
giving easy access to the larger towns and cities that surround it. It is about 2 miles away and mid-way
between Alfreton and Ripley. The village of Somercotes to the east (and whose boundary adjoins the built
up part of Swanwick) has experienced rapid expansion in recent years and is now an urban centre.
Historical Development
Swanwick’s development reflects its location near both the coal fields of Derbyshire and North
Nottinghamshire and the textile industry that originated in Nottingham and Derby. Swanwick evolved
from an agricultural settlement into a coal mining village (the pit opened in 1746 and closed in the
1960’s). The pit was situated to the north of the Plan area and is where Thornton’s is presently located.
However, Swanwick is not defined only by its coal mining heritage. Around the same time as the pit
opened it also developed a reputation for producing silk stockings initially from people’s cottages and
then at Elliot’s, where silk stockings were made for Queen Victoria.
The rise of the engineering company Butterley brought further employment opportunities, although
Swanwick Railway Junction is just outside the Plan area.
Housing development since the 1970’s has been significant with the village doubling its size. Since the
1990’s development has been on infill sites within the village (see MAP 1).
This diversity of economic opportunities is reflected in the varied housing styles in the village that were
built at different stages for workers in varied industries.
The area also boasts 8 listed buildings including Swanwick Hall dating from the 17th century which is now
a secondary school.
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Swanwick Today
A statistical picture of Swanwick today has been captured in the Swanwick Area Profile, produced by
AVBC as part of their evidence base for the emerging Local Plan, and the Rural Area Profile produced by
Rural Action Derbyshire to assist in the preparation of this Plan. Both documents are available on the
Swanwick Parish Council web site, Neighbourhood Plan page.
TABLE 1 has been compiled from the Census 2011 and Rural Area Profile Study to provide an over view of
the Swanwick community. It shows that there are fewer young people in Swanwick than the borough
average but more people of retirement age

TABLE 1: Swanwick Today: Key Statistics
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population
Children under 16
Working age adults
Older people over 65 +
EMPLOYMENT
All Residents aged 16-74
Economically Active (16-74)
Unemployed (16-74)

Swanwick
5,085
14.4%
66.2%
19.4%

Amber Valley
112,863
20.1%
61.3%
18.6%

Swanwick
3,908
72.3%
1.7%

Amber Valley
90,558
69.9%
3.1%

The Swanwick Profile produced by AVBC as part of their Local Plan evidence base shows that the largest
household group is married people with no children at 20.7% which is significantly higher than the
borough average of 15.7%.
The Profile also shows that 87% of Swanwick residents own their own homes (includes outright and with
mortgage). Conversely Swanwick has a significantly lower proportion of residents in socially rented
housing compared to the borough average. 53% of dwellings are detached; compared to 36% across
Amber Valley.
The Swanwick Area Profile produced by Amber Valley Borough Council shows that housing stock is in
much better condition than the borough average, (5% is in a state of disrepair compared with 15% across
the borough)
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Swanwick remains a vibrant community with 3 churches, a separate pre-school, a primary school (416
pupils/381 capacity in 2012), a community special school (71 pupils in 2012) and a secondary school (1262
pupils/1257 capacity in 2013)1. TABLE 2 below lists the range of facilities within the parish.2

TABLE 2 - Retail and Service Facilities within Parish
4 pubs

2 petrol stations

2 takeaways

2 dental practices

3 hairdressers

2 garages/ motor
mechanics

8 shops (butchers, convenience
stores, pet supplies & services)

1 chemist

2 cafes

1 post office

Charity shop

Visitors come from across the country and beyond to Swanwick to attend conferences at the prestigious
Hayes Conference Centre located in the south of the Plan area.
However, facilities for local people are rather limited. The village lacks its own doctor’s surgery and
children’s centre, the primary and secondary school are over capacity and the only community building
(the Old School House) is a converted dwelling owned and managed by the local trustees of Church of
England Girls School and is inadequate for the size of the population.
Most residents have to travel to Alfreton, Ripley or Somercotes for basic services like the banks, opticians
and doctors. Families with younger children often have to travel outside Swanwick if the children want to
attend activities after school.3
The only off street public parking provision available for people wishing to attend events or to use the
local shops in the village is off The Green. A lack of car parking has been identified as a serious
impediment to the retail vitality of the existing shops. There is a high volume of on-street car parking,
resulting in a persistently high level of complaints to the Parish Council regarding the obstruction of
footways with vehicles parked on them and car parking on High Street and Derby Road affecting both bus
services and access by emergency services.
The Swanwick Profile produced by AVBC acknowledges that 26% of the parish is green belt and covers the
land between the southern edge of the existing village and Ripley.

6. Community Vision
This vision has been prepared and endorsed by the community from the consultation events and
promoted for comment on the Parish Council’s Neighbourhood Plan web page.
‘Village life is a wonderful thing, something to be appreciated and valued. The heritage of
Swanwick will be preserved whilst development that will enrich community life will be supported.’

1

Pupils/Capacity figures source: www.ofsted.gov.uk accessed 05/08/14
Parish Council web site searched 25.2.15
3
Feedback from Drop In Consultation November 2012
2
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7. Community Aim
All development over the Plan period will maximise the environmental assets4 in and around
Swanwick, improving access to the countryside and open spaces for residents and visitors. It will
support the retail centre of the village and seek ways of improving the provision of community
facilities.

8. Community Objectives
A wide range of issues was raised as part of the initial workshops. The community objectives reflect the
aspirations of Swanwick residents to see well designed, sensitively located development in the village
over the plan period to the end of 2028.
Community Objective 1: To ensure that all new development is located where it does not detract from
the village’s setting and maintains Swanwick’s physical separation from Alfreton, Somercotes and Ripley
Community Objective 2: To secure an area of land to the west of Derby Road to provide additional a
community open space with well-connected footpaths and cycle routes to the village.
Community Objective 3: To keep a sense of openness between Sleetmoor Lane and the Thornton’s site as
shown on MAP 3 as areas A, B and C.
Community Objective 4: To ensure that the design of new development enhances the character of the
village.
Community Objective 5: To ensure that views into the countryside from the village are retained and
enhanced.
Community Objective 6: To ensure that planning gain from all development (Section 106 money and
other levies that accrue from future schemes) is maximised for the benefit of the village.
Community Objective 7: To protect and improve the parks and open spaces in the Parish.
Community Objective 8: To support and enhance the provision of retail and community facilities in the
centre of the village to meet local need.
Community Objective 9: To increase the provision of community facilities across the whole Plan area.
Community Objective 10: To ensure that the community is consulted early in the planning application
process via the mechanisms outlined in this Neighbourhood Plan.

9. Neighbourhood Plan Policies
The policies in this neighbourhood plan will guide the future developments in and around Swanwick
within the designated area covered by the Plan.
The Neighbourhood Plan policies have been developed in the context of the saved policies in the Local
Plan 2006 and the evidence base that informs the policies in AVBC’s emerging Local Plan Part 1. When
4

Open spaces, wildlife, agricultural land, footpaths and biodiversity
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development is proposed within Swanwick either by developers, private individuals or other
organisations, the policies in the Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan will be referred to by AVBC, Derbyshire
County Council and the Government when planning decisions are made.

10. Sustainable Development Principles
Justification
Swanwick is full of character. The vibrant community spirit is fostered by good schools, places of worship,
a community meeting spaces and modest provision of shops. With ready access to a network of footpaths
and cycle trails and on the doorstep of the Derbyshire Dales, it is not surprising that Swanwick residents
are unequivocal in their desire to retain this character and protect the natural assets, the village’s rural
setting.5
The landscape around the village is highly prized; development that significantly and adversely affects the
landscape character and the setting of the village will not be in accordance with this Neighbourhood Plan
and will not be supported by the community.
Previous housing developments, have not adequately considered the additional social infrastructure
required and have left the village with an imbalance of housing without access to sufficient local
amenities. The importance of balancing up the economic, social and environmental implications of all
development is emphasised in the National Planning Policy Framework (para. 7)
When commenting on development proposals Swanwick Parish Council will take a positive approach that
reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development. The Council will work proactively with
applicants to find joint solutions, wherever possible, to secure development that improves the economic,
social and environmental conditions for the whole parish.
Policy 1 provides a positive framework for decision making on planning applications as required in the
National Planning Policy Framework. Development will be encouraged where it can be shown that the
scheme will be instrumental in achieving the community aims and vision outlined above.
Policy 1 is an overarching development principle and is intended to set the context for the topic specific
policies.

5

Taken from Community Consultation workshop and drop in 2012 reports are on the Swanwick parish
neighbourhood plan web site
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Policy 1: Sustainable Development Principles
1.1 Planning permission will be granted for development at a scale and in locations that
accord with policies set out in the Neighbourhood Plan where it can be shown that the
development would support the continued viability of Swanwick by providing:
a) new homes, including affordable housing, to meet the needs of an ageing
population within the Parish in addition to meeting the district’s
requirements,
b) an improved village centre with additional car parking for users of the local shops
and extended community facilities that can meet the needs of the village’s growing
population and
c) opportunities to maintain and extend the open spaces for the enjoyment of local people.
1.2 All development shall be designed and located having regard to the principles and
advice set out in this Neighbourhood Plan and shall be located to ensure that it does
not cause material harm to any of the following:
a) amenity of nearby residents,
b) character and appearance of Swanwick as a village separate from adjoining settlements
and
c) social, built, historic, cultural and natural assets of the parish.

11. Landscape and Environment
Justification
The overriding feedback from the community consultation in 2012 6was that Swanwick is loved by local
residents because it is still a rural settlement. Whilst Swanwick has seen significant development during
the second half of the 20th century the village still remains separated from Alfreton, Somercotes and
Ripley. Green belt policy remains in place to prevent coalescence to the south from Ripley. There is real
concern amongst the community about the encroachment and coalescence of settlements if
development continues from the north and the east.
The community is concern that development is coming at the village from all sides.
The Landscape around Swanwick is classed as Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfield 7 . The
landscape around Swanwick is described as ‘coal measures… traditionally supporting pasture for dairy
farming…. Pasture is important in the region, because it can potentially support many different habitats’.

Three sites are particularly valued by local people. These sites are shown on MAP 3 and are
a)
Site A: land to the south of Old Swanwick Colliery Road and east of Derby Road
b) Site B: the ‘crematorium’ site
c)
Site C: land to the north of Sleetmoor Lane and to the east of Derby Road

6
7

Community Workshop June 2012 and Drop In Session November 2012
Derbyshire County Council Landscape Character Assessment 1996 character area 38
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The intrinsic value of these ‘green lungs’ to local people is that they act as an area of separation,
particularly from employment land, reinforcing the sense of village identity. The topography of the area
with land rising up from Sleetmoor Lane to the crematorium makes Sleetmoor Lane a defensible
boundary. Development on site C would be prominent on the landscape and extend the urban edge of
the settlement.
MAP 3 also shows the network of existing and proposed footpaths and cycle ways that were identified in
the Local Plan 2006. There is a lack of non-vehicular routes on the sites to the west and north of the
village. A key objective of this Neighbourhood Plan is to extend this provision, maximising the linkages
between the networks of non-vehicular routes within the village and extending them where possible.
Where development across the Plan area attracts other funding opportunities (or as part of the planning
gain from a particular scheme) the parish council will seek to ensure that public access will be improved
to enhance access to the open spaces around the village.
Areas A, B and C are classed as Protected Open Land under Saved Policy EN5 in the Local Plan 2006. EN5
was used to provide an area of separation between Swanwick and the employment land and the A38. It
has done this well since 2006.
Although an application, won on appeal, has seen the development of Area B as a crematorium, cemetery
and memorial garden, this use was deemed to be compatible with green belt uses due to its open nature.
So it follows that the development of site B for this use has not diminished the sense of openness the
combination of sites A to C provide.
The concerns about coalescence that led AVBC to protect this area and other areas in 2006 are still valid.
This Neighbourhood Plan supports the continuation of a policy in the spirit of Saved Policy EN5. This
Neighbourhood Plan proposes the continued allocation of areas A, B and C as shown on MAP 3 as
protected open land in Policy 2. The policy will also apply to other areas within the plan area previously
identified as AVBC protected open land as shown in MAP 3.
Policy 2 is intended to provide clarity for the duration of the Plan period. This will assist developers in
their assessment of the development potential of this area and provide surety for local people that the
edge of Swanwick will not continue to creep towards Alfreton or Somercotes.

Policy 2: Protected Open Land
2.1 The areas A, B, C and land shown as AVBC Protected Open Land on Map 3 will be designated as
protected open land to maintain the separate identity of Swanwick.
2.2 So far as is consistent with their predominantly open and undeveloped character,
opportunities to conserve, enhance and/or restore their biodiversity will be a priority.
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MAP 3

MAP 3 Proposed Protected Open Land
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Lily Street Farm
Map 4 shows site D; this is an area of 48 hectares and is allocated as open countryside in the Local Plan
2006. Known locally as the Lily Street farm, it was identified in the call for sites as part of the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment from 2009 onwards. In the revised draft Local Plan it is proposed as
a strategic site for mixed use development including a business park providing 55,000sqm of employment
floor space and 600 dwellings.
Swanwick residents are very concerned about the encroachment such development could have on their
village but recognize that a Neighbourhood Plan does not have the scope to directly affect the process for
designating strategic sites. The Parish Council and residents are using a separate route to object to this
proposal.
However, the Neighbourhood Plan can include policies that direct development to be designed in such a
way that a sense of openness remains between the edge of any new housing and the new employment
development. It is also vital that the edge of any proposed development is orientated in such a way as to
integrate with the existing village. The design policies below are considered to be the best way of
protecting the rural nature and setting of Swanwick area up to the end of 2028.
Policy 3 should not be seen as the parish council or the community’s support for development at Lily
Street site, rather it is a reflection of the commitment of local people to taking every opportunity to
ensure that if development occurs on the land around Swanwick that it is not to the detriment of the
character of the village.
Amber Valley’s Parks and Open Spaces Strategy 2012-2017 establishes a hierarchy of open space
provision. The Strategy defines Community Parks as areas ‘which are generally large and/or provide a
range of diverse facilities to a wider population’ and Naturalised Open Space as ‘an area which is less
formal and managed sympathetically to promote nature conservation’. The AVBC Parks and Open Spaces
Strategy proposes that either of these provisions should be within 1200m of households in order to
maximise the benefits that can accrue. Not all Swanwick residents are presently within this suggested
1200m distance from a Community Park. Given the expected growth in Alfreton this sort of provision
would benefit residents across the borough.
It is a requirement of this Plan that if any major development takes place on the western side of the
village then open space should be provided to meet the standards in the Open Spaces Strategy and to act
as a landscape buffer between new residential development and the proposed employment allocation.
The precise location of this provision will be determined as part of the application process.
This does not conflict with any emerging strategic policies in AVBC’s Local Plan but reflects the sensitive
location of any growth outside the current edge of the village.
Tagg Farm is a listed building, the landscaping of this site and the proposed community open space could
play an important role in protecting the setting of the Farm in accordance with the Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas Act 1990 as amended.
Map 4 is indicative only but it identifies, for clarity that part of the Plan area to which this policy
particularly applies.
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Policy 3: Creation of additional open space for Community Use
3.1 Major development in the area shown as site D on Map 4 should include the provision of
additional open space.
3.2 Proposals are required to show how the community open space will
a) act as a landscape buffer between any housing development and the proposed
employment area,
b) improve access to open space for local people and the wider community and
c) contribute to the biodiversity of the site.
3.3 Open space proposals that accord with principals of a Community Park or naturalized open
space in AVBC’s Open Spaces Strategy would be particularly supported.
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MAP 4

MAP 4: Lily Street Site and Area within which a New Open Space for Community Use will be
encouraged.
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12. Improve and extend parks, open spaces and green corridors
Justification
Access to quality open space, sport and recreation facilities is a key element in promoting healthy
lifestyles. Well-used and maintained facilities make a considerable contribution to the quality of life of
residents and visitors and to the development of sustainable communities
This Plan seeks to encourage the improvement and expansion of the existing parks and open spaces and
all major development proposals should include measures that will enhance the green infrastructure.
Within the Neighbourhood Plan Area there are 2 public football pitches administered by AVBC at Chapel
Street Recreation Ground that were identified in Amber Valley’s Sport and Playing Pitch Strategy 2012 as
needing improvement. Swanwick also has 7 equipped play areas of varying quality 8.
The restoration of Queen Elizabeth II playing fields is highly valued by older children and adults alike. The
Park is a considerable asset within the parish. However this is not necessarily suitable for younger
children and consultation with children age 6-10 years in November 2012 identified that some of the
smaller play areas do need improvements to provide a wider range of activities closer o where people
live.

Policy 4: Improve and extend parks, open spaces and green corridors
4.1

4.2

4.3

Major development proposals will be expected to demonstrate that they protect
and enhance green infrastructure assets affected by development and take
opportunities to improve linkages between green corridors.
Arrangements for the provision of, or improvement to, parks and open spaces required
by development and/or to mitigate the impact of that development, in line with
national guidance and legislation, will be secured by planning obligation or, where
appropriate, via conditions attached to a planning permission.
Green infrastructure enhancements may include:
a) open space (e.g. play areas, sports fields/youth and adult areas, amenity open space)
b) Natural heritage (e.g. mitigation measures, habitat restoration, habitat
protection, habitat creation, landscaping, site management , site interpretation
c) Non-vehicular routes and connections

13. Create a network of pedestrian and cycle connections
Justification
This Plan aims to create more opportunities for cyclists and pedestrians to get around the village and out
to the neighbouring settlements for work, shopping or recreation. There are only 20 off street parking
spaces within the village centre.
The public footpaths, bridleways and areas around the reservoir provide excellent opportunities for the
provision of a network of non-vehicular routes. Improved cycling and pedestrian routes and linkages
through the village and out into the open countryside provide significant benefits including:
8

Amber Valley’s Open Spaces Strategy 2012
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a) contributing to the reduction in greenhouse gases from reduced car journeys
b) health benefits from increasing physical activity
c) reducing pressure on the limited car parking provision within the village where nonvehicular routes enable safe access to the village centre
d) increases use of local facilities

Policy 5: Create a network of pedestrian and cycle connections
5.1

Where appropriate to its scale and location, applicants are required to show how
their proposals
a) will enhance the attractiveness of walking and cycling in and around the parish,
b) will connect to cycling and pedestrian routes outside the parish and
c) provide safe and direct cycling and pedestrian routes to the village centre.

14. Design Principles for New Development
Justification
Swanwick residents accept that there may be some development over the Plan period. However a key
requirement of any major development is to support the village centre and to do this it must open up
opportunities for new and existing residents to move easily to and from the centre.
Given the location of the A38, if the layout of new development is not orientated to encourage people to
access the village then people may drive straight out to adjoining settlements for shopping and other
services. Therefore, a particular emphasis on connections that are direct, safe and pleasant towards the
village is expected from new development proposals. Similar connections between new and existing
housing is also considered important to support a well-integrated community.
A Character Appraisal has been undertaken by the Steering Group supported by Planning Aid England.
MAP 5 shows the different character areas derived from the Appraisal. The full report is available on the
Parish Council web site.
This work concluded that, due in part to the diverse nature of its economic base, Swanwick has evolved
incrementally over time. There is no one housing design or material that recurs throughout. Rather its
character comes from its mixture of housing types and styles. Where development has evolved over time,
one of the pleasures of walking around the village is this variety of styles which combines with the
glimpses of open countryside.
Swanwick has long been and still is a place of economic activity and residents continue to benefit from
the location of the village in relation to both the open countryside and major employers.
The RAD Rural Area Profile shows that 3.2% of residents currently work from home which is very similar
to the national average of 3.5%. However nationally 13% of people sometimes work from home (no
statistics are available at parish level).
This can bring various benefits to a community like Swanwick including reduced car usage (especially at
peak times) and increased vibrancy in the village in the day time (especially if commercial opportunities
like business hubs and cafes can provide social and business facilities.)
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The Parish Council supports the growth and development of small businesses and home working and
recognises the proportionate role settlements like Swanwick can play. The emerging Local Plan Part 1
focuses its economic policies on the borough’s towns and is silent on the role villages like Swanwick can
play in fostering small business growth (although it does promote the principle of adaptable housing
design to meet changing needs in Saved Policy E2).
Neighbourhood Plan Policy 12 supports development that allows the local business economy to thrive
over the Plan period. This should include the design of new homes which should allow for flexibility to
make adaptions for home working for example, discouraging all open plan downstairs to ensure office
space can be provided on the ground floor if necessary, roof spaces can be designed to facilitate
conversion to office use if desired and garages can be designed to be convertible to workshops.
Design also varies across the village reflecting this mix of housing types and styles. Proposals for major
development should therefore reflect this variety of housing types, styles and building materials. Schemes
that reflect limited style variation or are all of one type of dwelling will not be supported unless the
proposal is for a specific housing type to meet local need, for example retirement housing.
Building for Life 129 is a toolkit that helps promote urban design best practice. It can be used at all stages
in the design process to check that new development is meeting the standards required. New
development will be expected to use the principles of Building for Life 12 to help shape design proposals
with the community and Parish Council and evidence of this will need to be demonstrated.
A summary of the principles of Building for Life 12 is shown at APPENDIX B.

Policy 6: Design Principles for New Development
6.1

Where applicable, development proposals will be supported provided that
the scheme demonstrates all of the following criteria:
a)
A layout that maximises opportunities to integrate into the village through creating
new connections and improving existing ones and which allows for easy, direct
movement to and from the village centre and surrounding areas,
b)
A thorough consideration of local character in terms of street types, building
detailing, colours, shapes and materials, landscaping and relationships between
public and private spaces and how these might be used and
c)
A design that draws upon this consideration of local character to ensure
new development enhances the distinctiveness and quality of the village as
a whole.
6.2
For residential schemes, the use of an industry agreed standard (BFL12 or equivalent) in
developing the design concepts and in assessing the quality of any major scheme would be
particularly encouraged.
6.3
New housing should be designed to enable future adaptation for home working where
practicable. Schemes are encouraged to demonstrate the ways in which the design has this
flexibility.

9

http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/asset/document/Building%20for%20Life%2012_0.pdf
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MAP 5

MAP 5 Character Areas
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15. Consulting the Community
Justification
The special character of Swanwick is something the community treasure. This Neighbourhood Plan is a
reflection of the community’s need to have a greater involvement and influence in any development that
may come forward during the Plan period. The importance of pre application consultation is endorsed in
paragraph 188 of the National Planning Policy Framework.
When commenting on development proposals Swanwick Parish Council will take a positive approach that
reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development and will work proactively with applicants
to find joint solutions that mean the proposals can be supported wherever possible to secure
development that improves the economic, social and environmental conditions for the whole parish.
The people of Swanwick are passionate about their village and want their extensive local knowledge
about their village to help inform developers in the preparation of planning applications. Policy 7 is
intended to ensure that the community is consulted on major development proposals and that these
proposals take account of the issues the community is concerned about including:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

Ensuring that infrastructure is provided to support the proposed development e.g.
footpath and cycle ways, roads and traffic management
Design is of a high quality and in keeping with the character of the area
Where practicable opportunities to improve community facilities, public open spaces
and green infrastructure are provided
That proper consideration is given to the increase in capacity for schools and health
services associated with the increase in population that will come from more
development in a village where there is already a short fall in some provision.10
That any proposals for major development on the west of the village include the
requirements to provide a naturalised open space (as defined in Amber Valley’s
Parks and Open Spaces Strategy 2012-2017) to protect the setting of the village, limit
the visual impact of any new development and to increase residents’ access to the
open countryside.

Policy 7: Pre Application Community Consultation on Major Development
7.1

7.2

Applicants submitting proposals for major development are encouraged to actively
engage in consultation with the Parish Council and the community as part of the
design process at the pre application stage.
In consulting with the community it will be considered best practice for the applicant
to follow the guidelines set out in Appendix C.

16. Protecting the Historic Centre
Justification
The centre of the village is described in the character appraisal. ‘The centre of Swanwick Village is
considered to be the crossroads near St Andrew’s Church and the Steampacket Public House. This
10

See Swanwick Area Profile for list of services in Swanwick.
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character area extends north along both sides of Derby Road (North) and includes the dwellings around
Chapel Street, the Swanwick Welfare Recreation Grounds and the Cross Keys Public House. To the west,
this area starts at the roundabout at Pentrich Road, along both sides of High Street to the junction with
Derby Road (North). To the east, the area extends to the junction of Broadway and The Green and includes
Nether Close. To the south, along Derby Road (South) to the junction with Old Hall Court and includes Old
Hall Court.’
The village centre dates back to at least the medieval period and includes the 19th Century Church and
Old School. As the village centre is not within a conservation area aside from the listed buildings, there is
limited protection under the borough wide planning system for this part of the village even though it does
have a local heritage value. Consequently part of this Neighbourhood Plan process has included a review
of all the buildings within the village centre by the Parish Council to identify those buildings that are nondesignated heritage assets (i.e. locally important but not listed buildings).
The criteria used by the Parish Council to identify heritage assets is consistent with guidance contained in
the NPPF and that published by Historic England, which explains that a heritage asset must have historic,
archaeological, architectural or artistic interest. The asset must also have a degree of significance, either
through its rarity, representativeness, aesthetic appeal, integrity or association with groups or individuals
in the past.
Appendix D identifies the 8 listed buildings and 3 non-designated heritage assets within the Plan area.
The buildings, both listed and non-listed, within the centre are also illustrated on Map 6. The Hayes and
Charity Farm lie outside the centre but within the Parish and do not appear in map 6.
As with the rest of the village, the centre has evolved over time and contains a mixture of shops, the only
community facility in the village as well as a variety of housing types and tenures. Policy 8 seeks to protect
the heritage value of the village centre to ensure that future development supports the function of the
centre as a focus for retail activities in the village. The Swanwick Character Appraisal highlights the street
layout and architectural style that is specific to the village centre. Where development proposals are sited
near to the historic core proposals should seek to capture appropriate features of local distinctiveness
and to utilize these to help the new development be recognizably part of and unique to Swanwick.
New development in the village centre must look to both protecting existing features and enhancing the
quality of the village centre with its mix of retail and community facilities.

Policy 8: Protecting the Historic Centre
8.1

In addition to protecting and respecting the existing Listed Buildings in accordance with
borough wide policies the Neighbourhood Plan has identified buildings regarded as
locally important heritage assets. The criteria for assessing non designated heritage
assets are shown at Appendix D. This list of non-designated heritage assets in 2015 will
be held on the parish council website. This will be monitored and updated annually.

8.2

The effect of a proposal on the significance of these non-designated heritage assets will be
taken into account in determining an application in order to minimise conflict between
the heritage assets’ conservation and any aspect of the proposal.

8.3

Proposals to sympathetically redevelop the elevation of streets and the quality of
shop fronts in the Village Centre to make them more in keeping with their historic
setting will be encouraged.
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17. Enhancing facilities in the village centre
Justification
MAP 7 shows the extent of the retail offer and service provision within the centre of the village. The
Amber Valley Borough Council Profile of Swanwick describes the retail provision as ‘modest’. With
Alfreton, Somercotes and Ripley so close by and increasing mobility, it is acknowledged that Swanwick will
never have a large retail core. However, access to local shops within walking distance of your home
reduces car usage, encourages social cohesion and supports local businesses. These are all key indicators
of sustainable development. In accordance with sustainable planning principles, this Neighbourhood Plan
seeks to support the cluster of local shops and commercial premises in the centre and to increase the
centre’s attractiveness to visitors, shoppers and businesses.
The Old School House is owned and managed by the Trustees of Church of England Girls School Trust. It is
well used but the rooms are all quite small and it does not offer the space and flexibility that you would
usually find in a village hall within a village with a population of 5,000.
A lack of sufficient car parking within the village centre is also referred to by local residents and
businesses11 as a significant barrier to increasing activity within the village. There is only one free AVBC
car park in the village which provides 20 spaces and it is located off The Green. It is used by visitors,
shoppers and residents. As the Old School House is booked out most parts of every day12 and is adjacent
to the car park, only a few spaces are left for people wishing to park here to shop. It is insufficient for the
needs of the village.
Consequently residents (who have access to a car) drive out of the parish for groups, meetings and
activities. This reduces social cohesion within the community.
A business survey was undertaken as part of this Neighbourhood Plan.13 A wide range of local businesses
responded from across the parish. For those commercial operations around the village centre the lack of
adequate, convenient car parking was seen as a deterrent for customers and was a factor that they felt
limited the growth of their business.

11

See Business Survey undertaken August 2014 key findings on neighbourhood plan web site.
Ref Parish Council Feb 2015
13
Business Survey
12
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An aspiration of this Neighbourhood Plan is that Swanwick will have a community building which should
be located within or near to the village centre. A central location like the former Builder’s Yard site off
Derby Road would be easily accessible to residents across the parish and the increased activity generated
by such a use in the centre would help to bolster the other retail and commercial activities in the vicinity.
Given the existing limited off street parking, the creation of a new community facility would need to show
how the additional car parking generated could be accommodated on site. In recognition of the limited
funding for the development of such a facility a flexible approach to other uses suitable within the village
centre would be supported where these assists in the viability of the scheme.
Contributions towards the funding of a new community building may also be sought by the parish council
via developer contributions as part of planning applications for major housing proposals elsewhere in the
parish over the Plan period.

Policy 9: Enhancing facilities in the village centre
9.1

9.2
9.3
9.4

Development that supports the vibrancy and vitality of the village centre by
diversifying and enhancing the range of local shops and related commercial services
for the local community will be encouraged.
Development proposals in the village centre should include the provision of offstreet parking
Schemes to provide a new community building within the village centre will
be particularly encouraged.
Proposals for a mixed-use scheme that includes a community building along
with ancillary uses suitable within the village centre will be supported.

18. Provision of a mix of housing types
Justification
The population profile from the 2011 Census shows that Swanwick has a higher proportion of people over
60 than the borough average (28% as opposed to 26%) and a lower number of young people.
The Derby Housing Market Study Update 2013 indicates that there is a need to focus on providing
suitable smaller properties to reflect the decrease in household size and the increase in the elderly
population.
The Rural Places Profile report14 shows that nearly 53% of dwellings in Swanwick are detached which is
considerably higher than the borough average of 36%. This compares to 22% across England.
Parts of the parish will also be more appropriate for different housing types. MAP 8 shows sites within a
400m (5 minute walk) and 800 m (10 minute walk) from the village centre.
The type of houses on new development should reflect their proximity to the village centre. Particular
attention should be given to the needs of less mobile people (usually older people and people with
14

http://www.swanwickparishcouncil.org.uk/npdocs/10.%20Area%20Profile%20RuralPlaceProfile_E04002694_Swanw
ick.pdf
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disabilities). Also the limited car parking provision within the village (there are only 20 off street parking
spaces) also makes using the local shops difficult for less mobile people.
Proposals for new development will need to show how the design and layout has taken into account the
location of the site and the non-vehicular access to local facilities.

Policy 10: Provision of a mix of housing types
10.1
10.2

10.3

Planning applications for residential development are required to deliver a mix of housing
type and tenure to address the imbalance identified in this Neighbourhood Plan.
Developers must show how the key findings in the most recent Derby Strategic Housing
Market Update have been in taken into account in the different house types and bedroom
numbers proposed.
The provision of smaller properties suitable for older people and starter homes for young
people will be encouraged. Locating them within walking distance of the village centre and
local amenities would be particularly encouraged.
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MAP 8

Map 8: Distances from the Village Centre
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19. Affordable Housing
Justification
Average (median) income is £29, 53415 and the average selling price of a house in Swanwick in 2014 was
£162,30816. This gives a housing affordability ratio of 5.5 (3.5 is considered the desirable ratio). However
affordability is even more of an issue for those in the lower income quartile as they are likely to be the
ones trying to get on the housing market. In Swanwick the lower income quartile is
£16,17317 with the cheapest terraced house selling for £97,500, this is an affordability ratio of 6.
Affordable housing has a specific definition in planning terms; the full definition is in Annex 2 of the
National Planning Policy Framework. In summary it is rented or part owned housing ‘provided to eligible
households whose needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes
and local house prices. Affordable housing ….remains at an affordable price for future households.’ The
majority of the affordable housing is owned by local authorities and registered providers.
The Rural Area Profile showed that only 3.8% of the housing stock is socially rented in Swanwick
compared to 12.3% across the borough reflecting a significant shortfall in this type of dwelling in the
parish.
Usually affordable housing is provided as part of a market housing scheme. Amber Valley District Council
requires developers to provide a proportion of affordable housing on schemes of 15 or more dwellings.
The emerging policy in the Local Plan requires 30% of all the gross number of market dwellings to be
provided as affordable housing on sites of 15 or more. The existing Saved Policy H10 of the Local Plan
2006 however requires a range of 20-30% on schemes of I hectare or greater (or where the scheme is for
25 or more homes).
Affordable Housing can sometimes be provided on exception sites where the scheme is for 100%
affordable housing. There remains a Saved Policy H11 in the 2006 Local Plan that supports housing on
exceptions sites (see APPENDIX A).
Although the principle of developing land on sites around Swanwick for housing is contested by local
people, consultation revealed that affordable housing provided on such sites should at least be allocated
on local-connection criteria where priority is given to local people.
In Amber Valley the Home Options Partnership deals with housing allocations and has its own local
connection criteria which starts at the most local level as those currently resident in 4 districts:
Derbyshire Dales, the High Peak, Amber Valley or Erewash. It is contested that at a neighbourhood plan
level geographical application across 4 district councils is ‘local’.
This Neighbourhood Plan proposes a local connection criteria that allows, in the first instance, affordable
dwellings that are built in the parish of Swanwick to be offered to those on the Home Options waiting list
who have a local connection to the Parish of Swanwick (Neighbourhood Plan Area).

15

Rural Area Profile Oct. 2013
Zoopla web search February 2015
17
See Rural Area Profile Oct 2013
16
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For the purposes of applying the policies in this Neighbourhood Plan a local connection refers to
people who are age 16 years or above and meets one of the following criteria:
• people who were born in Swanwick or who lived in the area as a child for 5 years or more
• people who have lived in the area for 5 years or more
• people who used to live in Swanwick but moved away due to lack of affordable housing
• people permanently employed in the parish for 5 years or more
If there is no one on the Home Options waiting list who fulfils this criteria then accommodation will be
allocated in accordance with the wider Home Options Local Connection Criteria.
The local connection criteria will be based on the most up to date evidence of local need and will be
formalized within a legal agreement.

Policy 11: Allocation of Affordable Housing
11.1

11.2

All new affordable housing on market sites or exception sites in Swanwick will be
allocated based on local connection criteria, meaning that people with a strong local
connection to the Parish and whose needs are not met by the open market will be
first to be offered the tenancy or shared ownership of the home. In this context a
strong local connection means an applicant(s)
a)

Was born in the Parish of Swanwick or who lived in the area as a child for 5 years
or more; or

b)

Has permanently resided in the Parish of Swanwick for 5 years or more; or

c)

Used to permanently live in the Parish of Swanwick for 5 years or more but
has been forced to move away because of the lack of affordable housing; or

d)

Has been permanently employed in the Parish of Swanwick for 5 years or more.

If there are insufficient applicants able to prove a strong local connection then the
terms of priority apply as set out in the Home Options Local Connection Criteria.

20. Supporting Local Businesses
Justification
Table 4 below is taken from the AVBC Swanwick Profile and shows economic activity rates in Swanwick
compared to the borough.
Swanwick %

Amber Valley %

Full time
Part time

42
15

40
15

Self employed

9

9

Table 4 Comparison of Economic Activity Rates
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The majority of Swanwick residents work in manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade (vehicles), human
health and social work, education or construction. In December 2013, the rate of unemployment in
Swanwick was 0.7% which was lower than the rate for Amber Valley of 1.8%.
Proximity to Cotes Park Industrial Estate and the employment centres of Alfreton, Ripley and beyond
ensures that local residents can access a range of employment opportunities in the vicinity of the Plan
area.
To enable the community of Swanwick to have a vibrant and sustainable future it is important to maintain
and expand a diverse and prosperous local economy. Policy 12 supports the expansion and creation of
small business sites and premises in the built up part of Swanwick subject to the criteria listed.

However any new development for employment uses within the built up part of Swanwick should be in
keeping with the scale of surrounding residential areas. Policy 12 places a limit of 1000 sq m or a plot size
of 0.5 hectares on such development. This will encourage the creation of small employment uses and
provide more local jobs without causing material harm to the character of the village.

Policy 12: Supporting Local Businesses
12.1 Proposals for the development of employment uses within the existing built up area of
Swanwick will be supported where:
a)
the new floor space created is less than 1,000 square metres or the site area
does not exceed 0.5 hectares
b)
development is for A1,(shops) A2 (financial services) ,A3 (cafes), A4 pubs B1
(industry), D1 (non-residential institutions e.g. church halls,) or D2 (Assembly or
leisure)
c)
the scale design and form is in keeping with its surroundings
d)
the nature of the operation does not affect the amenity of the surrounding area
e)
it will not create or exacerbate environmental or highway safety problems.
12.2 Where planning permission is necessary, permission will be granted for small scale
home based businesses provided it can be shown that
a)
The amenity of nearby residents will not be adversely affected by the nature of
the operation, noise or traffic generated
b)
The scale and design is sympathetic to the character of the area and
c)
The operation of the business can be contained within the confines of the
premises.

21. Supporting High Quality Communications Infrastructure
Justification
Across the UK since 2001, according to the Office of National Statistics there has been an increase of over
21% in the number of home-workers, compared with an increase of 5% in the total labour force.23 The
trend in home working and self- employment due to advances in communication technologies and a
constantly diversifying employment structure means that more people over the Plan period will work
from home.
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The National Planning Policy Framework supports the provision of broadband as it plays a vital role in
enhancing the offer of community facilities. Support for broadband also reduces the need to travel and
contributes to sustainable development. Good internet access will also be a prerequisite for young people
growing up in the Plan area as well as attracting new people to come and live in Swanwick.
This is not of itself a land use policy; however Policy 13 seeks to ensure that all developers consider the
connectivity requirement of their proposals at an early stage. This should inform adjustments or
investment decisions to ensure that the desired connectivity can be achieved in such a way as to
contribute to the wider network
Major development should ensure the infrastructure is in place to provide future residents with fast
broadband connections. Operators like BT (BT Openreach Developer’s Guide, dated 5th April 2013,
version 7.0 or equivalent) and others provide guidance on the technological requirements that can be
built into the ducting and other services when new housing development is planned.

Policy 13: Supporting High Quality Communications Infrastructure
13.1 Proposals which provide the necessary means for residents to access the superfast
broadband network when it becomes available will be particularly encouraged

22. Implementation
The policies in this plan will be implemented by Amber Valley Borough Council as part of their
development management process. Where applicable Swanwick Parish Council will also be actively
involved, for example as part of the pre application process as outlined in Policy 7. Whilst Amber
Valley will be responsible for development management, the Parish Council will use this
Neighbourhood Plan to frame their representations on submitted planning applications.
This Plan is not a rigid ‘blue-print’ and provides instead a ‘direction for change’ through its vision,
objectives and policies. This is particularly relevant given the uncertainty of a strategic allocation
within the Plan area. Flexibility will also be needed as new challenges and opportunities arise over
the plan period. To this extent the review period will be crucial.
There are several areas of activity which will shape delivery and each is important in shaping
Swanwick parish in the months and years ahead.
These comprise:
a) The statutory planning process. This Neighbourhood Plan will direct and shape private
developer and investor interest in the Swanwick. However this is also in the context of the
wider Amber Valley Borough Council Local Plan Part 1 (when adopted) and the National
Planning Policy Framework.
b) Investment in and active management of public services, and community assets, together
with other measures to support local services for the vitality and viability for the village. In
the context of the prevailing economic climate and public funding there is recognition that
public investment in the village will be challenging to secure.
c) The voluntary and community (third) sector will have a strong role to play particularly in
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terms of local community infrastructure, events and village life. This sector may play a
stronger role in the future
d) The use of Section 106 agreements and planning conditions (that are part of the planning
application process) by the Borough and County Councils will be expected to assist in
delivering the objectives of this Plan.
Implementation of policies such as the creation of the community park and the community building, will
be funded in part by developer contributions. However other funding sources like the lottery will also be
sought. As the Neighbourhood Plan will become part of a hierarchy of planning documents the Parish
Council will also look to Borough and County Council investment programmes where a policy can be
shown to be delivering Borough and County objectives.

23. Monitoring and Review
The impact Neighbourhood Plan policies have on influencing the shape and direction of development
across the Plan area during the plan period will be monitored by the Parish Council on an annual basis.
If it is apparent that any policy in this Plan has unintended consequences or is ineffective it will be
reviewed. Any amendments to the Plan will only be made following consultation with Amber Valley
Borough Council, local residents and other statutory stake holders and will follow the due process as
required by legislation.
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APPENDIX A: Local Plan 2006 Saved Policies that pertain particularly to the
Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan
LS1 Sustainable Development
LS2 Community Safety
LS3 Design
LS4 Accessibility
LS5 Provision of Infrastructure and Community Benefits in Conjunction with Development
ER9 Protecting Land and Buildings Suitable for Small Firms or Starter Units
ER11 Quality and Design of Business and Industrial Development
H3 Other Housing Development within the Urban areas and Larger Villages
H5 Housing Development Outside Settlements
H6 Housing Development Outside Settlements
H11 Affordable Housing in Rural Areas
H12 Quality and Design of Housing Development
TC6 Local Shopping Facilities
TC7 Local Shopping Facilities
TC8 Restaurants and Cafes Drinking Establishments and Hot Food Takeaways
TP1 Impact of Development on the Transport Network
TP2 Walking and Cycling
TP3 Walking and Cycling
TP6 Car Parking (Appendix 3 Maximum Parking Standards in conjunction with Development)
EN1 Countryside
EN2 Green Belt
EN5 Protected Open Land
LC1 Outdoor Playing Space
LC2 Children’s Play Areas
LC3 Playing Fields Parks and Informal Open Spaces
LC11, 12, 13 Community Facilities
The complete list of saved policies and the Local Plan 2006 is available on AVBC’s web site.
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APPENDIX B: How to use Building for Life 12
BfL12 comprises of 12 easy to understand questions that are designed to be used as a way of
structuring discussions about a proposed development. There are four questions in each of the three
chapters:
• Integrating into the neighbourhood
• Creating a place
• Street and home
Based on a simple ‘traffic light’ system (red, amber and green) we recommend that proposed new
developments aim to:
• Secure as many ‘greens’ as possible,
• Minimise the number of ‘ambers’ and;
• Avoid ‘reds’.
The more ‘greens’ that are achieved, the better a development will be.
A red light gives warning that a particular aspect of a proposed development needs to be
reconsidered.
A proposed development might not achieve 12 ‘greens’ for a variety of reasons. What is important is
to always avoid ‘reds’ and challenge ‘ambers’ - can they be raised to a ‘green’? Local circumstances
relating to viability or the need for housing for local people in rural locations (for example, rural
exception sites) may justify waiving the requirement for ‘greens’ against the relevant questions.
Third party land ownership issues may prevent ideal connectivity from being achieved, however all
developments should seek to ‘future proof’ connections to allow the opportunity to provide these
links at some point in the future.
Waivers should be supported by the local planning authority and highlighted early in the design
process. We would not recommend that any scheme is permitted a waiver against any questions
within the ‘Creating a place’ and ‘Street and home’ chapters.
For these reasons, whilst we encourage local authorities to adopt BfL12, we recommend that they
avoid explicitly setting a requirement for all proposed developments to achieve 12 ‘greens’. Instead,
we recommend that local policies require all proposed developments to use BfL12 as a design tool
throughout the planning process with schemes performing ‘positively’ against it.
We also recommend that local authorities consider expecting developments to demonstrate they
are targeting BfL12 where outline planning permission is granted. A useful way to express this
expectation is through either a condition or ‘note to applicant’.

Simpler, easier and better
Each headline question is followed by a series of additional questions that we suggest are useful to
ask at the start of the design process. We’ve also provided five recommendations for how you might
respond with the aim of offering a range of responses.
Recommendations are designed to stimulate discussion with local communities, the project team,
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the local authority and other stakeholders to help you find the right solution locally.
We’ve travelled the country visiting hundreds of residential development. During these visits, we
found common problems. Our avoidance tips help you avoid these pitfalls. We also discovered many
well-designed developments; their qualities have been captured in our recommendations.
Finally, we’ve added endnotes providing further detail, clarity and where appropriate, references
that you may find useful.

Integrating into the neighbourhood
1. Connections
Does the scheme integrate into its surroundings by reinforcing existing connections and creating
new ones; whilst also respecting existing buildings and land uses along the boundaries of the
development site?

2. Facilities and services
Does the development provide (or is it close to) community facilities, such as shops, schools,
workplaces, parks, play areas, pubs or cafes?

3. Public transport
Does the scheme have good access to public transport to help reduce car dependency?

4. Meeting local housing requirements
Does the development have a mix of housing types and tenures that suit local requirements?

Creating a place
5. Character
Does the scheme create a place with a locally inspired or otherwise distinctive character?

6. Working with the site and its context
Does the scheme take advantage of existing topography, landscape features (including water
courses), wildlife habitats, existing buildings, site orientation and microclimates?

7. Creating well defined streets and spaces
Are buildings designed and positioned with landscaping to define and enhance streets and spaces
and are buildings designed to turn street corners well?

8. Easy to find your way around
Is the scheme designed to make it easy to find your way Around?

Street & home
9. Streets for all
Are streets designed in a way that encourage low vehicle speeds and allow them to function as social
spaces?

10. Car parking
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Is resident and visitor parking sufficient and well integrated so that it does not dominate the street?

11. Public and private spaces
Will public and private spaces be clearly defined and designed to be attractive, well managed and
safe?

12. External storage and amenity space
Is there adequate external storage space for bins and recycling as well as vehicles and cycles?
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APPENDIX C: Community Consultation Statement
An underlying principle in the Swanwick Neighbourhood Plan is to have local people actively
involved in ongoing consultation on important planning issues. Many of our policies expressly call for
community involvement, designed to understand local views about development proposals before
planning applications are submitted. Where a policy in this Plan includes a requirement for a
Statement of Community Consultation to accompany a planning application this should, as a
minimum, include the following:
1. An explanation of how a broad cross-section of local people, both in the immediate area likely to
be affected by the development proposals and across the parish, were consulted on the
development proposals in a timely fashion
2. The means used to involve and engage with local people in consultation, using a range of ways in
which input and comments could be provided. For example, a variety of publicity media and the
opportunity to provide web-based comments as well as attending events in person
3. A record of the views expressed by local people and Swanwick Parish Council. If the proposal
extends beyond the boundary of Swanwick Parish, the views of adjoining Parish or Town
Councils should be sought and recorded
4. An explanation of how the proposals being submitted following this Consultation have
addressed the views of and any issues or concerns raised by local people and the Parish
Council(s).
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APPENDIX D: Criteria for identifying Non-designated Heritage Assets
The definition set out in the NPPF states that a heritage asset is: “A building, monument, site, place, area
or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions,
because of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage assets and assets identified
by the local planning authority (including local listing)” (Annex 2, NPPF, March 2012).
The criteria used by the Parish Council to identify heritage assets is consistent with guidance contained in
the NPPF and that published by Historic England, which explains that a heritage asset must have historic,
archaeological, architectural or artistic interest. The asset must also have a degree of significance, either
through its rarity, representativeness, aesthetic appeal, integrity or association with groups or individuals
in the past.
Within existing heritage guidance documents and other relevant research, the inter-connected themes of
‘interest’ and ‘significance’ are found repeatedly. They are both, in fact, essential features in explaining
what makes a heritage asset special.
The different types of ‘interest’ which have been identified are historic, archaeological, architectural and
artistic. If the site has at least one element of interest, it will then be judged on its ‘significance’. Historic
England’s Conservation Principles document defines significance as “the sum of the cultural and natural
heritage values of a place, often set out in a statement of significance” (English Heritage, 2008). The
significance of a site or structure can be measured in terms of how it meets any of the five criteria, these
being: rarity, representativeness, aesthetic appeal, integrity or association.
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Listed Buildings and Non-Designated Heritage Assets (2015)

Listed Buildings
St Andrew’s Church
Oakstone Cottages
Swanwick Hall
Coach House to North East Of Swanwick Hall
Tagg Farm
Turners Charity Farmhouse
Barn to south of Turners Charity Farmhouse
Old Farm Cottages(110, 112, 114 Derby Road)

Non–Designated Heritage Assets
The Baptist Church
The Hayes
Primitive Methodist Building

(Listed Buildings as listed on the National Heritage List for England)
In future a list of Non-Designated Heritage Assets will be maintained on the Parish Council website and
be added to as buildings that meet the criteria are proposed.

Always check Parish Council web site http://www.swanwickparishcouncil.org.uk/ for updates
of list of Non-Designated Heritage Assets and Amber Valley Borough Council website
http://www.ambervalley.gov.uk/ for updates for Listed Buildings.

Non-Designated Heritage Assets
The Baptist Church
Brief History
Before 1794 no church existed in the village and people travelled to
Alfreton or Pentrich where Anglican churches existed.
One Sunday evening in May 1794 William Fletcher, who had
established a Baptist Church in 1793 in the village of Loscoe, some
five miles from Swanwick felt a call to take the Gospel to Swanwick.
So with permission from the mill owner, he began to preach the
Gospel. The news soon spread and William Fletcher began to hold
regular services in the open air close by the mill. As winter
approached, the congregation, which had grown, met in a borrowed
tithe close by the Cross Keys public house and the church was established.
By 1796 the congregation had collected sufficient money, £300, to build a small church building on land
belonging to Tagg Farm, and by 1804 a gallery had been added at a cost of £80.
There is a memorial plaque to William Fletcher on the wall within the chapel. In 1810 a Sunday School
was established for both religious and basic education, there being no other school in the village.
By 1825 the church membership exceeded 110 with members travelling from Alfreton, Ripley, Codnor,
Butterley, Somercotes, Riddings, Ironville, Pentrich and South Wingfield which meant journeys on foot of
up to five miles each way. Later, Baptist Churches were planted by the Swanwick Church in Riddings and
South Wingfield.
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In 1827 the church building was further enlarged to its present size and in 1912 a schoolroom and outside
toilets were added, these toilets having recently been replaced by facilities within a recently built further
extension.
The original organ was installed in 1913 and by 1931 the church buildings had electric lighting.
The church has extensive graveyards to the front and the side of the chapel buildings with many graves
dating from the early nineteenth century, and since this was one of the nonconformist graveyards at that
time contains the graves of people from a wide geographical area.
Case for inclusion as Non–Designated Heritage Asset
This property is of historic interest representing the planting of a Baptist community in Swanwick and
surrounding areas. The significance of the building and surrounding property rests in the
representativeness of expansion of the Baptist Church and the clear association with non-conformist
movement within the rural area of Swanwick.
There are graveyards to the front and the side of the chapel, many of the graves dating from the early
nineteenth century. This was one of the very few non-conformist burial grounds of the time, so it includes
the graves of people from the surrounding areas, as well as from Swanwick itself. In this regard it also
satisfies the rarity criterion

The Hayes
Brief History
The Hayes was built in the 1850s as the home of Fitzherbert Wright,
maternal great-great-grandfather of the Duchess of York. His father
was an industrialist: his mother’s family, the Fitzherberts, owned
Tissington Hall in the Derbyshire Peak. Fitzherbert had interests in
Butterley Ironworks and local coalmines, and was a county councillor
and JP. When he died in 1910, his son Henry sold the site to First
Conference Estates and became a director for the following twelve
years.
A Christian Conference Centre in Britain had been the ambition of several organisations and the Hayes
opened for business in 1911.
In 1939 the Hayes was requisitioned as a prisoner of war camp, which it remained until 1947. In
December 1940 five prisoners excavated a tunnel and escaped, and although they were recaptured,
Oberleutnant Franz von Werra almost succeeded in taking off for Germany in a prototype Hurricane from
a local RAF station. (A film was made of this interlude during the 1960s). He later made the only verified
German escape, from Canada.
Case for inclusion as Non–Designated Heritage Asset
Although the original buildings have been added to over several years, The Hayes has a historical interest
and is clearly associated with the industrial and land-owning families of the area being the seat of
Fritzherbert Wright. The grounds extend within the Green Belt to the south of Swanwick Village. The
significance is the association of the site and buildings initially with country houses built by a local
industrialist and later as a prisoner of war camp where WWII prisoners were interned.
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Primitive Methodist Building
Brief History
This was one of two Methodist chapels in Swanwick. According to
White's Directory of 1857, this was built in 1849. It is an attractive
building of brick, with three close-set pointed arched windows at in the
centre front, and a doorway on the left. Above is an unusual window,
with a circular inner light, surrounded by 8 smaller semi-circular lights,
giving the appearance of the petals of a flower.
It is not clear when this Chapel was closed. The building currently houses
Swanwick Pre-school.
Case for inclusion as Non–Designated Heritage Asset
The façade of the building has been retained as close to the original. Similar buildings in the surrounding
settlements have been demolished and this building has been saved from a similar fate. It is of
architectural interest with the intricate and ornate stonework of the façade presenting to the street
scene.
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Glossary of Terms
Affordable Housing
Housing which is affordable to those householders who cannot either rent or purchase housing on the
open market. It is defined as rented accommodation as well as low cost and subsidised housing.
Brownfield Land
Land is land that has been previously developed.
Environmental Assets (United Nations Definition)
Naturally occurring living and non-living entities of the Earth, together comprising the bio-physical
environment, that jointly delivers ecosystem services to the benefit of current and future generation.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The community infrastructure levy is a new levy that local authorities in England and Wales can choose to
charge on new developments in their area. In areas where a community infrastructure levy is in force,
land owners and developers must pay the levy to the local council. The charges are set by the local
council, based on the size and type of the new development. The money raised from the community
infrastructure levy can be used to support development by funding infrastructure that the Council, local
community and neighbourhoods want, like new or safer road schemes, park improvements or a new
health centre.
Environment Agency
The public body charged with protecting and improving the environment in England and Wales.
Green Belt Land
Land where there is a general presumption against inappropriate development, in addition to general
policies of restraint that apply in the countryside. The main purpose of Green Belt designations are to
prevent the coalescence of settlements.
Greenfield Land
Greenfield land is land that has not been developed before or has returned to a natural state after being
developed.
Heritage Asset
A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting
consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest” (Annex 2, NPPF, March 2012).
Housing Market Area (HMA)
A sub-regional policy area which was designated in the revoked Regional Plan. In 2015 the Derby HMA is
made up of three local authority areas which include Amber Valley Borough Council, Derby City Council
and South Derbyshire District Council.
Listed Building
A building, object or structure that has been judged by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport
to be of national historical or architectural interest.
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied.
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Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
An appraisal of the potential social, environmental and economic impacts of policies and proposals in
development plan documents
Strategic Sites
Sites that play an important role in the delivery of the objectives of the Local Plan.
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